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energy m-N scattering. The sensitivity of A( )' to the
cutoff position zo depends on the value of L, since each
partial wave subtracted from A' is, in effect, a subtrac-
tion in the integral in Eq. (2). In practice L -1, so
there are always at least two effective subtractions in

the integral, and consequently the dependence of A(L)'
on zo is weak. We have used zo ——2.27.

T. D. Spearman, Phys. Rev. 129, 1847 (1963).
~For details of the notation and kinematics see, for

example, J. Bowcock, W. N. Cottingham, and D. Lurie,
Nuovo Cimento 16, 918 (1960).

~In the actual calculation, corrections for the Coulomb
interaction were included, but for simplicity they have
been omitted from the discussion. No account was taken
of the inelastic effects.

That we obtain a good SPD fit when, in effect, the f
waves are pinned to the calculated values, means that
the calculated f waves are certainly satisfactory.

9There has recently been experimental evidence for a
resonant T =0, J= 2 state which can decay into pions:
(a) the f resonance of W. Selove, V. Hagopian, H. Bro-
dy, A. Baker, and E. Leboy, Phys. Rev. Letters 9,
272 (1962); (b) the fact that preliminary data indicate a
significant difference between the cross sections for
electron-proton and positron-proton scattering (private
communication from A. Browman and J. Pine, Stanford
University, Stanford, California) may be understandable
in terms of a resonant J = 2+ enhancement of the two-
photon exchange contribution [see D. Flamm and W. Kum-
mer, Nuovo Cimento 28, 33 (1963)]. If we introduce
such an interaction by writing, in analogy with the usual
treatment of the p, Imf~ ——b~6(t-t&), and we use values
such as t&-—80, b~= 1.2, our calculated value for 42

becomes very much like its value in the SPD fit, the
agreement for 52+ is improved, and the f-wave phase
shifts are hardly affected.
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We consider the possibility that the nine known

strongly interacting vector mesons comprise a
unitary octet and a unitary singlet. Symmetry
breakdown is assumed to result from a mixing of
the singlet with the T =F = 0 member of the octet. ' '
We assume that the couplings of the vector mesons
are otherwise invariant under the transformations
of the eightfold way. '~~ Because of the mixing,
the particle eigenstates, ~ and y, are linear
combinations of e, (the unitary singlet) and ~8
(the T =i' = 0 member of the octet):

~, = ~cos8 —ysin8,

e8 = ycos8+c sin8.

D type. The octet of vectons, but not the singlet,
also participates in vecton-meson-meson couplings
of the p type,

h Tr(V~Ps P) =he@ K+K + ~ ~ ~ .
8

For the couplings of the particles, ~ and y, we
obtain

G =gcos8+f sin8,
P 7T

G ~
—=g cos6 --,f sin6,+K*K

G — =h sing,
uKK

In this note, we relate the mixing angle 8 to more
experimentally accessible parameters.

The SU,-invariant vecton-vecton-meson cou-
plings (we use the word "vecton" to mean "vector
meson") are'

and

G =-gsin8+f cos8,
P CP7l

G —= -g sin6 - gcos6,yK*K

gf (d| Tr(V P) =g(d&(p 1T +K K ) + ~ ~ ~ i
p, vk. cr p, v Qcr

fe Tr(V V P) =fm (p m - -K~+K )+ ~ ~, (2)

where V and P are 3 x 3 matrices representing
the vector and pseudoscalar meson octets, and
space-time indices are omitted from the right-
hand sides. The first interaction couples the
singlet vecton and the octet vectons, the second
interaction involves only the octet vectons and is

G — =h cos8.
cpKK

One method of determining the mixing angle 8
is to measure the one-K-exchange (OKE) contri-
bution to K P - A (&u or P). The ratio of the OKE
cross sections is proportional to cot'8 and cer-
tain kinematical factors. Unfortunately, these
factors involve unknown meson-baryon and meson-
meson form factors. Comparison must be made
at identical momentum transfer, and even then
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the KKP and KK~ form factors may be different.
Far less sensitive to these form factors would

be the comparison of one-K* exchange with one-
K exchange in both (It) production and ~ production.
This determines the coupling constant ratio

or, in terms of 8 and e = G&~v/G&~„, we obtain

'; sin8 cos8 - ~(1 - '; cos'8)
R 2

3 2 3 . 2 tane.I -; sin'6) —;t.sin6) cos8

Experimentally, le I seems to be small because
the partial decay width for q-pm is less than 1

MeV, '" an order of magnitude smaller than Saku-
rai' and others have anticipated. ' Assuming e
—0, we find that IRI «1 requires sin'6) ~3. Kith
the weaker assumption that I r I

~ 1, we find that
I R I

~ 1. requires sin 6) ~
2 .

There are preliminary indications that (i) K p
—Au occurs peripherally with contributions from
both one-K exchange and one-K* exchange, ' and
(ii) K p - AQ is consistent with pure K exchange. "
No stronger conclusion than I R I

~ 1 may be made
at present, but this fact is already sufficient to
require that the Qcu mixing is such that &u is
mostly singlet and (t) is mostly octet. "

The hypothesis of eightfold symmetry broken
principally by ~P mixing is compatible with the
present experimental situation. In particular,
the theory can accomodate any value of e, so that
a great disparity between &u and g production in
pion experiments is possible.

Also interesting from the point of view of vy
mixing are the various electromagnetic decay
modes of p, ~, and rp. These depend upon the
couplings of the photon to the vector mesons'.
|"&,G~, |"~ . In the eightfold-way limit, we
have Gp&

= vga~ &
and G~ &

= 0, and for the matrix87 1V
elements of the electromagnetic decay modes we
obtain

M (~ —w'y) - vS(g cos8 +f sine),

M(y —m'y) - vS(-gsin8+f cose),

M(P —v'Y) -f,
M(ru —gy)-gcose -f sin8,

M (y —qy) - - (g sine +f cos 8),

M(P - q1 ) Pa-y

Comparison of these results to experiment can
give an independent determination of f, g, and 8.
The decay mode y-m'y is suppressed because

G&&v
—0, but we anticipate l (y —qy) =—I'(ur —v'Y)

[the available momenta are nearly equal, and
M2(~ —&roy):—M (cp —qy) for sin'8 =—~].
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